Telecom industry can be classified in two main streams like fixed line service and wireless cellular service. Along with internet BB services other services like IPTV, cable TV, VoIP, and VAS services are also provided by different telecommunication companies. The industry has to play a vital role in this age of information. The demands are increasing, more consumers are getting attached to this sector, and other industrial & educational sectors are incomplete without any communication that can be either data or voice or both. Keeping in mind the growing demands of fast speed, delivery of voice and data, telecommunication industries are doing a revolution in human communication. Different new technologies are getting deployed to bring more consumers, filling rural-urban gap in Tele density, attracting consumers with more speeds and different Value added services.
INTRODUCTION
The history of telecommunication is quite important in the field of communication engineering. In 1870, two inventorsElisa Gray & Graham Bell competed to make first telephone and Graham Bell patented it first and is now regarded as inventor of telephone. In 1876, first talking started with electricity and next year, voice transmission started over lines and in 1896, first rotary dial was born by US associate Almon Brown Strowger and now it is replaced by tap button. In 1915, first telephone call was established across the continent in between G.Bell (NY) and Watson (San Francisco) and in 1926 it crossed the country border. In 1919, AT & T Inc. the American Multinational telecom corporation created the dimension of first telephone receiver. In 1946, national numbering plan concept was introduced and in 1973, first mobile phone was created by Martin Cooper while working for Motorola. In 1979, the first Hamburger phone came in the market which was looking like a burger. In 1983, Motorola Dynatac 8000X came into market with 1.5hrs talk time and 8 hours of standby. In 1990, first Orange and One2One phone came to market in UK and mobile prices fall and became more accessible to everyone. In 1991, 2G mobile technology was deployed in Finland, in 2001, first 3G was deployed in Japan and in 2012, first 4G service launched in UK. The first iPhone came in 2007 by Apple.
The telecommunication industry is rapidly growing. First it had a target to deliver only voice and later the demand of data came. So, a lot of technological modifications happened in voice (circuit switching, message switching, and packet switching) and data & different types of devices are created to support those changes. Now, data-TV-voice all are merged on single cable service. Besides, we are using different wireless services where fixed line connections are either not possible or costly. Day by day, consumers are increasing with their demand of fast internet so new technologies are deployed to meet the target. 
Different types of Cables
Different types of cables used in fixed line BB services to home/office and their advantages and disadvantages are described as below: 
Connection to customer house
Below are the steps to provide a BB connection to a customer for a company XYZ where main network setup of the company is at city C1 and customer is at another city C2.
Here we have considered, customer will be given TV services along with BB plan (but it might happen, customer can take TV feature only or BB feature only over the cable that has been taken from corporate office to customer home/office). Below steps are required to offer basic service to any customer:
 Install powerful Routers (Ex. Juniper) to form the core Network at C1 that will connect to rest of the world or outside Internet traffic flow will be pumped here. Answer: First pre-line qualification happens. Two VLANs must be there one will support lines for 50Mbps & another will support 10Mbps. First it will be tried if in one VLAN customer can be offered with required speed by capacity planning if yes then fine else customer is given connection to other VLAN.
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VLAN1: 50Mbps VLAN2: 10Mbps
How TV connection is given: The above setup is used in Denmark and for TDC ISP users.
Fig 3: DSLAM based connection
The above connection setup can be given to particular customer or office based on copper or fiber lines that have been taken out from DSLAMs (Example: Siemens, Ericsson, and Alcatel). On DSLAM side multiple types of cards are installed and cards has specific no of ports from where connection is taken out to customer premise. Its function is to create a session to a SP's PE router.
Provider Edge router (PE)
It is located at the edge of SP MPLS Core NW. It creates session with one or more CE routers and passes the traffic to the VPNs associated with those CE. But it has no knowledge of routes to VPNs those CEs are not connected to it.
Provider router (P)
They don't have any CE or VPN information. They do label switching.
Connection across the Countries
Below flow shows how communication happens in between two countries like Denmark/UK & India.
A-End (Denmark/UK) TDC/Yousee/BT POP  Undersea Cable owned by VSNL/ATNT (T3 fiber optic line lease 45Mbps) India BSNL POPRouterOffice/Home or ZEnd 
EVOLUTION OF SERVICES
Fig: 9 FTTC
 FTTH: It is fiber to the home. In this case, fiber optic cable runs from Exchange office/distribution point to customer premise to provide huge speed like 330 Mbps (down) with 30 Mbps (upload). It is full fiber connection so it able to cover more distance than FTTC & FTTB.
Fig: 10 FTTH
 Fixed Wireless Access: In this case fixed connection is given to customer premise and the modem is provisioned to home. Then modem is activated and MAC & IP is assigned to it (Example: NETGEAR modem) and then it acts as hotspot/wifi and radiates fixed length radio frequency (Microwave). It has limited coverage region. Lower frequency can traverse long distance and can better penetrate the wall. 
BB Power Line Transmission
In this case, BB transmission can be conducted along with existing power cables that is going over head. It carries power and internet service on the same wire with different wavelength. It is much helpful in remote coverage area where ISPs don't have any exchange office or giving connection becomes too costly. But, it suffers from high levels of interference. In trial run, 200 Mbps speed was achieved in UK. Example: TREFOR network (Power Company) of Denmark provides both internet and power. • Removing Switches: The concept is to connect DSLAMs directly with L3 and remove the overhead at L2 switches (BW problem, MAC problem, Capacity problem, VLAN allocation problem & old switching problem). It is a slow migration task decided by capacity department of a telecom company. There can be two types of switches (which are basically based on ring topology and single failure can break entire connection down) -a) DSLAM to Customer b) L3 to DSLAM. These switches can be removed in a phase to provide more stable connections.
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
• V-Plus: It can provide better performance than both VDSL2 Vectoring and G.Fast. Actually, it closes the gap between VDSL2 and G.Fast. It can serve subscribers with high performance in the local loop length of 250 (up to 300 Mbps)-550m (Up to 200Mbps).
Fig: 12 Vplus Performance
This service has earned huge revenue on existing FTTC service. It has reduced subscription cost with increased people density and it supports easy up gradation from VDSL 17a to V-Plus. Both can exist on same local loop. Its frequency is 35MHz (VDSL has 17MHz). To support this new VDSL card with this feature needs to be installed on Alcatel DSLAM.
• GIGA COAX & DOCSIS 3.1: It is an approach taken by Denmark Yousee ISP. It is based on coax connection and all residential customers are given BB, TV, VoIP services on single coax line. Now, there is a demand to increase the speed of end users and coverage on larger distance with more customer support and good profit. The target is to amplify the signal at customer end with new 3.1 amplifiers (DOCSIS 3.1). for this, some modification has to be made like new 3. 
CONCLUSION
Today we are able to communicate across the boarders and the space-time gap has reduced remarkably. We are now able to watch TV, enjoy different VAS services like online newspaper, online book store etc, can use VoIP services on single BB plan and it helps us to communicate across the globe more direct and instant and in reduced cost. Now, BB speeds are also improved with the introduction of fiber technology and it helps to increase the speed from Kbps to Gbps. New technologies have also improved speed, reduced subscription cost on existing copper connection. A lot of experiments are going on VDSL card for further improvements.
